Housekeeping – no smoking facility, leave the property.
In the event of a fire, we are in the right place!
Bathrooms
Lunch provided, do not have time to leave the property.
Answering questions at lunch – turn in at first break or immediately after Chapter 4, before
lunch
Ground Rules – this is a presentation of existing regulations. We aren’t here to debate
what should be included or changed.
We are presenting what is in force now. IF you want to see something changed put it into a
question for discussion at lunch.
We are offering PDH’s, make sure you are signed in this morning and then you will need to
sign in again at the 3pm break. Our T2 Center will e‐mail you a certificate of completion.
We would like to thank them for all the support in providing registration, PDH certificates,
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and paying for the training through DelDOT funds.

Slide 1 Notes Continued
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Secretary Cohen/Drew Boyce
1) Address entire group, thanking attendees for attending to learn more about the
recent changes to the DC manual and find out more about initiatives underway to
improve customer service and transparency.
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We formed a working group comprised of ACEC, HBA, Counties,
Delaware League of Local Governments, and DE Assoc of surveyors plus
internal staff.
Worked for 2‐3 years before posting a version with the Registrar’s office
in May of 2014. Took comments and finalized this year which became
effective March 10.
Included recent policies and procedural changes that are now part of the
regulations. Examples electronic handling, sidewalk policies, auxiliary
lane charts, LONC and existing small sites. All items developed to
improve efficiency and cut down processing time.
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Greatly enhanced website content.
Divided into content areas based upon what type of project you are
doing.
Subscription service to be notified when there is a change/update to the
website. For example if the general notes change, you will get a
noticifaction of an update.
Handy references for forms and quick references for common polices
Check submittal procedure.
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Became effective June of 2012.
Hopefully, you all know that you Do not mail a check to the subdivision section.
Working well until 2 weeks ago when we got 4 checks sent to various places. The checks
were eventually sent to us, but this will delay the processing of your project.
Sent to DelDOT’s Controller
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Try to tailor the amount of review to be commensurate with the level of
development.
We have developed additional types of approvals to help streamline the
process.
Everyone knows when you streamline or can soften the process you win!
To further that goal we have developed the
Email of No Impact (EONI) – Proposed 5/1/15 Registrar
Very simple projects that DelDOT has no interest in reviewing, but
required to respond to by local code.
Examples – adding a few parking spaces to an existing lot. Minor internal changes,
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restriping parking lots, small additions.

Slide 6 Notes Continued
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7

Confusing flowchart that no one looked at. Simplified version to receive a LONOR.
How much traffic does the site generate to determine if you are a candidate for a LONC.
If not, then Do you have to do a TIS or TOA?
Then submit plans for review.
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DelDOT will perform a cursory review based on the provided information to
determine if formal plan review process is needed

DelDOT will check items:
known safety issues by reviewing a minimum of 3 years of crash history data
at the entrance location,
whether an auxiliary lane is required utilizing the Auxiliary Lane Worksheet,
the general layout of the entrance facilities, the surrounding area,
infrastructure and if construction is occurring in the area

If you are a candidate for a LONC and in an area where sidewalk is required,
you pay a fee in lieu of constructing. You also need to conform to local
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requirements such as the need for sidewalk.

Slide 10 Notes Continued
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Permit for Entrance Construction (PEC) is almost a LONC, but there is some minor work
that needs to be done.
Signing, striping, maybe curb ramps or sidewalk repair
LONC are issued by Planning and PEC are issued by the District.
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Very simple projects that DelDOT has no interest in reviewing, but
required to respond to by local code.
Examples – adding a few parking spaces to an existing lot. Minor internal changes,
restriping parking lots, small additions.
Quick review of a .pdf and then generate an e‐mail to the local land use agency, that it is ok
to proceed.
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Make the construction stage fees the same, at 150% of the initial stage fee.
Initial stage example for a 200 lot subdivision, $400 + $2000 = $2400
Construction stage fee Old review fee was 125% = $3000
New fee $3600.
Increase of $3/house.
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